Wicked Lies

Past secrets are revealed and simmering desires unleashed in a new novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Lora Leigh.

Jazz has been waiting for Annie for years. Kept at bay by a promise he made to his best friend, he's now finally free and ready to pounce on the hot teacher that's been occupying his thoughts day and night. But when the object of his torturous desires is found to be more than she seems, Jazz has to go in deep to unlock secrets—and claim her heart…

Annie was told one thing: Stay away from Jazz. Easy enough, except that she thrums with need whenever he's close—and he's always finding ways to be near her. As shadowy past figures make their way into Annie's present, she must confront the demons that haunt her—and reclaim her life in Jazz's arms…

KEY SELLING POINTS:

- Wicked Lies is an all new, never-before published novel in Leigh's Men of Summer series. Fans will be incredibly excited to get their hands on it.
- The first book in the Men of Summer series, Loving Lies, was published by Samhain in 2006. Since then, fans have been eagerly waiting to see what happens next in the series, and they will come in droves to Wicked Lies.
- Leigh's most recent novel, Ultimate Sins, debuted at #11 on the New York Times bestseller list.
- We are excited to have an amazing year of Lora Leigh. Her readers are fans of her many series, so this should prove to be a blockbuster year for Leigh! Forbidden Pleasure e-serial (April), Hot Alphas anthology TP (May), Secret Pleasure TP (August), Wicked Lies MM (September) and Hot Alphas MM (December).

Leigh continues to do what she does best: write steamy hot love scenes, dangerous enemies and deadly revenge.”-RT Book Reviews on Ultimate Sins

ALSO AVAILABLE:

SPOTLIGHT

Stephen Coonts

Saucer: Savage Planet

The final installment in *New York Times* bestseller Stephen Coonts' Saucer Trilogy!

They've been here before. They're here again.

A year after young engineering student Rip Cantrell discovered the first flying saucer buried deep in the sands of the Sahara, another saucer is brought up from the bottom of the Atlantic. The recovery is funded by a pharmaceutical executive who believes that the saucer holds the key to an anti-aging drug formula that space travelers would need to voyage between galaxies. But one of his technicians, Adam Solo, an alien marooned on Earth for a thousand years, steals the saucer, hoping to summon a starship to rescue him. Unfortunately, the stolen saucer has damaged communications gear.

Solo goes to Rip Cantrell and his partner, ex-Air Force test pilot Charlotte "Charley" Pine, and Rip's uncle Egg, for help in summoning a starship. Meanwhile, as a terrified world fearful of space invaders approaches meltdown, big pharma moguls and their thugs are hot on the trail of the foursome.

In a world turned upside down, it may be the arriving aliens who offer limitless possibilities. Rip and Charley face an incredible decision: Do they dare leave the safety of earth to travel into the great wilderness of the universe? Full of UFO's, futuristic technology, edge-of-your-seat flying scenes and unforgettable characters, human and otherwise, *Savage Planet* is classic storytelling at its best...and pure, unadulterated fun.

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**

- Fans of Coonts' classic Saucer series have been waiting for the riveting conclusion to this epic Sci-Fi trilogy now available in mass market.

- The first two books in the Saucer series have netted over 500,000 copies across formats.

- Coonts has recently ramped up his social presence and other online efforts.

- Visit StephenCoonts.com

**ALSO AVAILABLE:**

LEAD

Kerrigan Byrne

The Highwayman

The debut novel in a stunningly lush, intensely sexy new Victorian and Scottish-set historical romance series.

A BEAUTIFUL WIDOW

Farah Leigh MacKenzie has known love and heartbreak. It was a young, passionate, forbidden love that she doesn't believe any man can replace and it ended tragically when her husband was sent to Newgate and died there. Years later, the beautiful young widow works for the Bow Street Runners and it is there that she encounters The Black Heart of Ben More, Dorian Blackwell, one of the wealthiest, most powerful, most dangerously lethal men in London. She is drawn instantly to this man who should make her want to flee. And for Dorian what he wants, he gets and he wants…no needs Farah as he has needed no one else.

KIDNAPPED!

When Dorian kidnaps Farah from her home and whisks her away to his lush sanctuary in wild Highlands of Scotland, Farah believes that her life is over. But in fact Dorian has saved her, for Farah is hiding secrets of her own—secrets that have put her life in danger. But Dorian trades in secrets, especially ones as juicy as hers. He makes a scandalous demand: marry him and he will protect her and he will restore what was stolen from her all those years ago. In return, she will help exact revenge on his enemies. But what Dorian does not expect is to be caught so sweetly and irrevocably by a woman who threatens everything he holds dear.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

- This is the first novel in a brand new Victorian and Scottish-set historical romance series featuring dark, edgy heroes on the wrong side of the law, and the women they will stop at nothing to be with.

- We are publishing this debut on our list in the Lead spot. The read is that incredible.

- We will publish Kerrigan Byrne on a five month pub schedule so fans can get her next books even more quickly. The Assassin will pub in February 2016 and the third novel will pub in July 2016.

- Perfect for fans of Sarah MacLean and Suzanne Enoch.
Mike Ritland, Gary Brozek

Trident K9 Warriors

With a huge 60 MINUTES feature in 2013, this book takes readers inside the world of elite Navy SEAL working dogs

As a SEAL on combat deployment in Iraq, Mike Ritland saw a military working dog in action and instantly knew he'd found his true calling. The SEALs had never had dogs trained specifically by SEALs, for SEALs, so Ritland started his own company, training and supplying dogs for the west coast SEAL teams. The results were a revelation: highly trained working dogs capable of handling both detection and apprehension work in the most extreme environments and the tensest of battlefield conditions. These dogs develop a close bond with the handlers they work side-by-side with and are unwavering in their devotion to duty. For the first time ever, readers get an inside look at these elite K9 warriors—who they are, how they are trained, and the extreme missions they undertake.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

- Books on the SEALs and dogs who work with the military both continue to be red-hot categories. We combine the two for the first time ever in mass market.
- Never before in mass market has the American public seen the who, what, where, when and how of the Navy SEAL dog program.
- Author Mike Ritland started it all—a former SEAL, he created his company exclusively to provide all West Coast SEAL teams with dogs.
- Dog owners will learn tips and tricks for training their dog from the guy whose standards are the highest around.
- Ritland truly loves these dogs, and he started the K-9 Warrior Foundation to ensure that the dogs are taken care of with dignity and grace upon retiring.

After a stellar career in the Teams, Mike Ritland has gone on to train working K9s for some of the most elite units in the U.S. Special Operations community....They HALO parachute from high altitude, chase enemy squirters, and detect explosive booby traps, to name just a few tasks. If you want to learn about these amazing animals, the sacrifices they've made, and their effectiveness in combat, then read Navy SEAL K9 Warriors." -Brandon Webb, Former Navy SEAL, New York Times bestselling author of The Red Circle, and Editor of SOFREP.com
Kayla Perrin

We'll Never Tell

Bestselling author Kayla Perrin delivers a novel of suspense where a night of revenge turns deadly...

Shandra James is a man stealer. As a pledge of the exclusive Alpha Sigma Pi sorority, she should know her place, and know not to throw herself at one of her sister's boyfriends. Phoebe, Miranda, and Camille decide to teach her a lesson one night. A lesson that involves humiliation but nothing more. Soon, the lesson turns deadly and the three women find themselves facing three new rules: never mention what happened that night, protect each other, and tell no one. Yet when a murderer comes calling, they each discover that rules are meant to be broken. We'll Never Tell is Kayla Perrin's most provocative, suspenseful novel yet.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

- Exciting back to back publishing event!
- We'll Never Tell is a fan favorite. Kayla regularly receives fan mail asking about Katrina, a deliciously villainous supporting character.
- What's Done in Darkness, the follow up, and a mass market original will publish one month after this reissue, and features Katrina seven years after the events of We'll Never Tell.
- Both books will have updated heart-of-the-market packages.
- Kayla is a USA Today bestseller and very connected to the romance/thriller community.

Feelings of jealousy and hate among the sorority set propel this racy suspense novel...Characters that pop off the page and a solid, well-paced plot will gratify Perrin’s many fans." —Publishers Weekly

"Readers will be hooked from page 1 to the surprising finish as Perrin sheds light on modern sorority life." —Booklist
Kimberly Raye

Texas Thunder

Hot, Texas cowboys, an ancient moonshine recipe and a century old feud, it's the Hatfields & McCoys...Texas style!

RECIPE FOR DISASTER

The most infamous moonshiners in Lone Star history, the Tuckers and the Sawyers have been feuding for over a hundred years. Sure, the days of buckshot and bloodshed are long gone, but it's not over yet. To save the family business, Callie Tucker has to find the recipe for the legendary Texas Thunder moonshine. But first she'll need to make a devil's bargain—with a red-hot hellraiser named Brett Sawyer.

ROMANCE WITH A KICK

A Sawyer through and through, Brett was raised to never trust a Tucker—especially one as pretty as Callie. But desperate times call for desperate measures. With his ranch going bankrupt, Brett agrees to help Callie find the recipe, sell the rights, and split the profits. Of course, it won't be easy for these two enemies to work together. But it's even harder to ignore the sparks of attraction—when just one kiss delivers a kick stronger than any swig of moonshine…

KEY SELLING POINTS:

- A small Texas town, a missing moonshine recipe, and a century old feud is the starting point for Texas Thunder and the Rebel Moonshine series, a contemporary trilogy featuring the three granddaughters of Elijah Tucker, one of the most infamous moonshiners in Texas history.

- Kimberly Raye is the USA Today bestselling author of over 60 novels. She has been writing contemporary cowboys for Harlequin Blaze for over fifteen years.

- Kim is a prestigious RITA Award finalist. She's also been nominated by Romantic Times Book Reviews for several Reviewer's Choice awards, as well as a Career Achievement award.

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
National Print Advertising
Online Advertising Campaign
NetGalley Outreach
Extensive Blog Outreach
Extensive Online Promotion at HeroesandHeartbreakers.com
Email Marketing Campaign
Visit KimberlyRaye.com

ON-SALE DATE: 9/1/2015
EBOOK ISBN: 9781466868953
PRICE: $7.99 / $9.99 CAN.
PAGES: 272
SPINE: 4IN W | 7IN H IN
CTN COUNT: 72
SETTING: REBEL, TX
ORIGIN: ORIGINAL
AUTHOR HOME: BULVERDE, TX

A unique and special talent"-Affaire de Coeur

"Kimberly Raye is hot, hot, hot!" -Vicki Lewis Thompson, New York Times bestselling author of Nerd in Shining Armor
D. D. Ayres

Primal Force


Passion is always worth fighting for...

Jori Garrison trains dogs for Warrior Wolf Pack, which provides service animals for disabled veterans. Four years ago, she was wrongly convicted of a crime—thanks to her no-good ex-fiancé. Now she just wants to live her life in peace with her beloved dogs. No men, no complications. But it's hard to play it cool when a lethally hot male is on her tail—and the attraction is fierce, mutual, and dangerous....

Lauray "Law" Batisse is a Military Police veteran who was wounded in Afghanistan. Haunted by the loss of his K-9 partner in combat, he's reluctant to accept a service dog named Samantha into his life. But once he meets her trainer—the gorgeous Jori Garrison—he can't fight his primal instincts. And neither can Jori. This sexy alpha male might be the only man strong enough to unleash her desires. And when unseen enemies start hunting them down, he and his new K-9 partner might be her only hope...to survive.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

- The first book in the series, Irresistible Force, came out with a bang and made D. D. Ayres an author to watch in our romance program. It went into a third printing after eight weeks on sale.
- With a great hook, D. D. Ayres' K-9 series combines alpha heroes and loveable animals—which are perennial romance favorites. The series has action, adventure, steamy romance and charming animal sidekicks.
- Featuring both men in uniform and their K-9 companions, the K-9 Rescue series appeals to a broad audience of both military and contemporary romance fans alike.
- To promote the series, we released a low-priced e-novella one month before the release of the first book in the series.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Cat Devon

Tall, Dark and Immortal

The next installment in an exciting new paranormal romance series.

Alex Sanchez isn't an ordinary Chicago cop. He is a vampire who has taken a real bite out of crime.

Reporter Keira Turner suspects something is going on in a certain area of Chicago. Blood is being stolen from blood banks and hospitals at an unprecedented rate. Yet when Keira checks with the police, no one pays attention and her concerns are dismissed. Until she confronts Alex. She knows his deepest secret – that he's a vampire – and she isn't above using that knowledge to get what she needs.

Alex doesn't have time to deal with a nosy reporter. His attempts to compel her fail. His attempts to reason with her also fail. But she knows he is a vampire and that means he is forced to either kill her or work with her on this case.

The turf war between the Gold Coast vamps and the Vamptown clan is on. Is the mysterious Keira friend or foe in this battle? Alex only knows one thing. She isn't entirely human. Her grandfather was a legendary vampire hunter.

After Alex was turned on the battlefields of WWII in the Pacific, his sire Mitch told Alex that Alex was destined for greatness when Alex found "The One" for him – the woman who would forever change Alex.

Is Keira "The One" for him or will she be his ultimate downfall?

KEY SELLING POINTS:

- Tall, Dark, and Immortal is the start of a new arc in Cat Devon's irresistibly charming paranormal series.
- Perfect for readers of Kerrelyn Sparks and Lyndsay Sands.
- We are publishing this series every six months to build buzz.
- We have fabulous quotes in from bestselling authors, Kerrylyn Sparks and Jayne Anne Krentz!

I absolutely loved SLEEPING WITH THE ENTITY! This terrific new twist on the vampire story is fresh, fabulous and wildly entertaining. "—Jayne Ann Krentz, bestselling author of Copper Beach
Win Me Over

The second book in a sexy and fun romance series about a baker who falls in love with a football coach.

Bakery owner, blogger, and dance team coach, Callie Daniels has a little time—or desire—for a man. So when she finds herself roped into working with the town's beloved football coach, she's determined to keep her distance. But she quickly discovers that there is more to Coach Clark than a winning record.

Bennett Clark has one thing on his mind: football. He's overcome a tough past by doing the right thing, working hard, and being a role model for his team. When he feels pressured into spending time with the overbearing yet very sexy dance coach, it's hard to keep his focus on winning. But Callie seems intent on showing him that some plays are better off the field.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

- This is the second book in the Hearts and Crafts series, a flirty new series about three women who run a lifestyle blog and find love. The series has romance, humor and a vibrant setting filled with emotion, sensuality, and crafty fun.

- With the rise of Pinterest and popular lifestyle blogs like "A Beautiful Mess" aimed at younger audiences, Nicole's great DIY hook will have a wide appeal. This wonderful romance is smart with a heroine readers will relate to.

- Perfect for fans of Lori Wilde and Jill Shalvis, who raved that the series is "sure to charm readers."

- To promote the series, we released a special low price category length holiday story in October 2014, as part of SMP's e-program.

- This series will be published every six months.

Cute and crafty! A delightful beginning to a new series that is sure to charm readers."—New York Times bestselling author Jill Shalvis

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Sabrina York

Hannah and the Highlander

These Highlanders dominate all—until they meet the women they can't live without, from *New York Times* bestseller Sabrina York.

Hannah Dounreay doesn't need a husband. Sharp-tongued and well-educated, she's managed her family's property as well as any man could. But when a violent encounter drops a handsome rescuer in her life, her feelings are stirred in a way she's never felt before. And when her strong and silent highlander asks for her hand, Hannah cannot resist but says yes...

Alexander Lochlannach, Laird of Dunnet, has too many problems to name. He's got his wife's family to protect, an arrogant laird bent on taking his land to grapple with, and worst of all, he is literally unable to speak to Hannah. But as difficult days melt into pleasure-filled nights, Alexander plans to band with Hannah to stand up for his land—and convince her of his love in a way that involves no words...

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**

- This is the first novel in a brand-new series featuring sexy, alpha highlanders that are a surefire hit with historical romance readers.
- Highlander romance is hot right now with series such as the Scandalous Highlanders by Suzanne Enoch and Montgomerys and Armstrongs by Maya Banks!
- Sabrina York is a *New York Times* and *USA Today* bestselling author with a strong foothold in the romance community.
- We have two more books coming, *Susana and the Scot* and *Lana and the Laird*.
VALUE PROMOTION

Iris Johansen

Eight Days to Live

Number-one New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen delivers a thriller that will chill you to the core: Eve Duncan's adop...

Eve Duncan and her adopted daughter, Jane Macguire, are pitted against the members of a secretive cult who have targeted Jane and have decided that she will be their ultimate sacrifice. In eight days they will come for her. In eight days, what Jane fears the most will become a reality. In eight days, she will die. It all begins with a painting that Jane, an artist, displays in her Parisian gallery. The painting is called "Guilt" and Jane has no idea how or why she painted the portrait of the chilling face. But the members of a cult who worship Judas Iscariot believe that Jane's blasphemy means she must die. But first, she will lead them to the eight pieces of missing silver that Judas received for his betrayal of Christ. The silver, and Jane's death, are all that they need for their power to come to ultimate fruition. With Eve's help, can Jane escape before the clock stops ticking?

KEY SELLING POINTS:

- On Sale 9/1/15
- Each is $5.99/6.99 Can.
- All have bursts on the front cover and new ISBNs.
- Regularly priced editions will remain available.
- One-time special offer

Johansen delivers an exhilarating thriller filled with her trademark paranormal elements, truly heinous villains, and intriguing, multidimensional heroes. [It] will keep the author's fans on the edge of their seats." -Booklist on Pandora's Daughter

"The adrenaline-fueled narrative will keep Johansen fans eagerly turning the pages."
-Publishers Weekly on Quicksand
VALUE PROMOTION

Iris Johansen

Chasing the Night

The blockbuster bestselling Eve Duncan thriller is back with a value promotion!

A CIA agent's two-year-old child was stolen in the night as a brutal act of vengeance. Now, eight years later, this torment is something Catherine Ling awakens to every day. Her friends, family, and colleagues tell her to let go, move on, accept that her son is never coming back. But she can't. Catherine needs to find someone as driven and obsessed as she is to help her.--and that person is Eve Duncan. She knows that Eve shares her nightmare, since closure is also something that eludes Eve after the disappearance of her daughter Bonnie. Now, Eve must take her talents as a forensic sculptor to another level, using age progression as a way to unite Catherine with her child. As Eve gets drawn deeper into Catherine's horror, she must face looming demons of her own.

Bonnie's killer is still out there. And a new killer is taunting Eve and Catherine at every turn. Is Catherine's son alive, or not? These two women endure the worst fear any mother can imagine in Iris Johansen's latest thrill ride, a gut-wrenching journey into the darkest places of the soul.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

- On Sale 9/1/15
- Each is $5.99/6.99 Can.
- All have bursts on the front cover and new ISBNs.
- Regularly priced editions will remain available.
- One-time special offer

Johansen is becoming a master of the macabre and paranormal thriller, and her latest riveting Eve Duncan tale has it all, from ghosts and secret cults to supernatural avengers."-Booklist on Blood Game

"Readers won't soon forget either the enigmatic hero or the monstrous villain. This one's chilling to the bone!"-RT Book Reviews on Deadlock
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SEPTEMBER 2015 VALUE PROMOS

EVE DUNCAN IS BACK!

This $5.99 Value Promotion is perfectly timed to coincide with the publication of SHADOW PLAY (o/s October 2015), the new hardcover from #1 bestseller Iris Johansen.

Finally Eve returns after a 2 year hiatus. Readers and die-hard fans will be clamoring to read and re-read the bestselling series, now at a low price-point!

• On Sale 9/1/15
  • All books have $5.99/$6.99 Can. bursts on front cover and new ISBNs
  • Regularly priced editions will remain available
  • One-time special offer
  • National Print Advertising
  • Online Advertising and Promotion
  • Visit irisjohansen.com
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St. Martin's Paperbacks